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ABSTRACT
This paper outlines principles for inservice

4ducators and others engaged in staff development for early childhood
programs. Principle 1 recbmmends that inservice educators focus on
modifying.a teacher's understandings (the constructions, concepts, or
schemata relevant to his or her work) rather than cn giving
Prescriptions for behavidr. Principle 2 recommends strengthening
enduring dispositions (e.g., inventiveness, patience, and enthusia m
thought to be related to effective teaching. Principle 3 supports a,

focus on helping teachers to use competencies they already possess
wore reliably, consistently, appropriately, and
inciple 4 suggests the importance of building long-term

relationships with teachers inste4d of offe ing hasty corrections.
Principle 5, proposes that inservice educat rs maintain an optimum
psychological distance from the teachers ey work with.dErinciple 6
recommends the provision of moderate amounts, of, inspiration as well
as encopragement and support to keep up the teacher's enthusiasm.
(Author/CM)
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.All.teachers; at every level, have to-face the fact that they cannot

offer learners all of the-possible aetiv i es that might,be instructive to

them,- hen we

ICW
i

chyle s and decisions about-many aspects of our relatioiships and our work.

In a'given teaching situation there are probbbly 4 dozyn ,- or maybe SO am
)

right r good' ways to respond; and probably as 'many or more wrong or bAd
i

ways to:! T drs cannot respond in All the ways that are rossilAe.

Choices have tq-be made,'and Obitiusay many different factors affect those
- ;-

Work with people in any situation, we are constantly making'

choices Some of the activities orresponses to teachers made by inservice.',

workers are choSen-on the-baSis of traditt e.g. "we'have art Workshops-

every Sprine;.sdme on the basis of effiefen4, _.g a single speakerpra,

senting information to a large.group. Others are chosen betOse inserrice

educators think teachers ther want them or will attend them; 'some

selected or.rejFeted on0A-te basis' oft resources available; or,becaute of

particular philosophical commitments, and So forth. The.six principles -out-

lined below ommended as foci for inservic- educators and others

engaged in staff development They are offered in the hope that they may

be useful i 4n the process,of-making choices and decisions about how to respond.

to teache what to do next, and what activities to select from among the'-

wide Variety of potential activities by which we hope to help teachers,and
.1/

.others 14 work with children with their own teachin4and caregiving. The

pr4nelpfes and technitius Are also intended to highlight 'particular aspects

of thebehavior and devVlopmentof caregivers and teachers whichseem to

'S

have been under-emphasized since the competency or performanee-based training

moveMent has gained so much momentum.
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at 'h nd The term and

con_ tr actions concepts or

a w de 1-ange of'axior6, presuppositions assumptions, etc. about such things

as ow children - learn, what "worksl" the teacher's effects on h r ,pupils,

wh She** expects of herself, .*hat others. expect,- her role , and so

understanding o t

is Used.here. to refer te the tea

errata releVant teherwork. They

It i sug este that of all the potential courses of actionl-available to

4 service educators, those which modify relevant%undertndinsjare most

e ul in. theNlong run.-The fps of such 'activities would be help teachers,

evelop understandings that -are more appropriate, more accurat deeper .and'
r

ore fully and finely differentiated than they had previously been (see= Katz, 1977)

the rationale rlying this principle is that the focus on Understanding-

elps the teacher.to strengthen attribuies she can keep-and use after the

inservice educator has, left 'the scene. It seeps reasonable to assume that.

modified understandings are more likely to help the teacher generate new'be-'

haviors,.hopefully, more efXectiVe ones, than are, prescriptions, directi-Oes

aid instructions. An underlying presupposition -here is that Ian inservice
.,.educator is someone who has more useful,. appropriate accurate1or differeo--

tAited understandingsfhan the teacher being-helped, .Suthdifferences in

understandings determine the content of the relationshiw.betWeen. the inservice

educator an4.teachei: and also legitimise het:authority t=o pi-oVide inservice

education.

Princi No. 2: Focus on strengthening enduring dispositions. Widej

spread enthusiasm for:performance-based teacher education, acid competency-

based education, In general,
t

seems to be associated with'the risk of'under-

emphasizing the development of learners'. dispositions. It'iS suggested here

that in making choices as-ye which types-of.responseS.. to:make, or which types

of activities to provide, it is best to focus Oh .thps.o activities which are

likely lo/stre.ngthen'enduring dispositions thought to be -re4Ited to.effective

teaching. Similarly, responses to teachers sheuld focus on Weakeningthose

di'spositiong which-might undermine effective teacfting. By dispositions I-

mean relatively stable "habits of,Mind,":proclivities',. predillections or

tendencies to respond to one's experiences or to given situations in certain

The term reacher is used throughout to AiMplify phrasing even thonIth these
rinciples are intended to be'belpful to others working with children.

The feminine gender is used to simplify sentence construction; the welcome
presthnce of male.-teachers'in early 'childhood-educationr

is acknowledged
hereby.



ways. Some examples_of dispositions likely to be related to effective teach-

ing-ineskude inventiver SS or 1-squi.cefulness, patience (i.e. long reaction

time); friendliness nthusiacm, etc,. Some dispositions likely:to undermine

ffeCtive teaching ,include impetuosity, unfriendliness, hypercriticality,-

and so forth.

A : Two suppositions provide-the rationale for this principle First,

seems obvious that we cannot teach all the knowledge, skills, methods,

techniques, etc, whicWare-of potential use to teachers. Both length- of

time,'and point in time, mitigate such an accomplishment.- That being the
.

case, it seems advisable to teach teaches in 'such away aS.to strengthen

their dispositions to go on learning, to be reseurcefl,,and to be'inVentive

-long after. our work with them is over. -Secondly, while we do-indeed want to

help teachers with specific skills and methods, it is important to do so with-
.

out undermining these "self helpful" dispositions. Helping teachers with

specific competencies remains an important part of the content of inserviee

work. The suggested Socus here. is on guarding against the risk of teaching

such competendies at the expense of the self-heli)ful di5p'esitions.

we-should guard. against helping. teachers with competencies in such a way that

might strengthen_ or engender a dispoSitiOn to be dependent, uninventive and

unTsourceful.

nciplae Focus,ion. cote etenc es already-,ad uired. In our eager-

ness to effect change and to be "change agenti"we,often overlook the

possibility that the-teachers we work with may alreaay havethe Competencies

appropriate for or requiredtfof agien;situatiOn. In such cases the focus

should: :on helping the teachers te use already avaklable-competenais more

reliably and_ consistently, More appropriately, -or more confidently. POr

ple a teacher*may be sufficiently competent- at guiding a discussion with

her kindergarteners, bilt may fluctuate excessively. In such cases, teachers

probably do nod require modilles, on discussion skills but perhaps fuller

understandings of the causes,--,f their own'variability,or some help which
*

alerts them 0 cues which causes them to perform in Way_...h4t--as the saying_

goes-- "know better" than lo' do! For example, in tht latter example ,the

teacher ay be h 1ped by refraining from leading diAtussions except when

classroo ,c hd tions are optimum for her. In that wak.she may be able to

strengthen her mastery more surely before she tries it -ou t under\ less th0

optimum cenditions,



Similarly, teachers of young children are often exhorted te "listen" to

them. it is reasonable to assume that all teachers have such - "listening"

competence, although they may apply listening skills inappropriately and/or

inconsistently. In yet 'another type of.case a teacher may have the skills

required of a situation,- butfails to.use hem with sufficient . confidence -to
7

.be effective. For example, in cases of setting limits, redirycting or stopping

disrbptive behavior,.iT the teacher's actions betray a lack of confidence,

children nay preceive mixed signals, challenge her and thus exacerbate the
4

situation In such cased the inserVice educator's role should'focus on

"shaping" and/or supporting the teacher's efforts to practice and strengthen

already available behaviors, rather than on the acquisition of hew competencies.
-

Princi le.No. 4: Focus on Building Long Term Relationships. This principle

refers to those situations in which an observation of a teacher promps us to

offer "corrections ". Sometimes, in our eagerness to be helpful and useful,

and to establish our credibility, we are too,basty-to'offer those correctioi
h

Though-momentarily, in such situations- wemay be "right",- we may give the

corrections and lose the opportunity to go-on

ronger period of time... In other:words-, such

between being direct or "up front" at a given

the development of a deeper relationship) and

helping that teacher 'over

_ require us to'make a choice

moment, (thereby jeopardizing

withholding the:correction fee

the sake of future learning. We are suggesting that the c oice should focusm

upcin those responses including abstaining from respondin which will

strengthen the development of a relationship of mutnal ccfidence and respect

that the teacher can:draw upon in the future. That future may then provide.'

the teacher with a stable, welcome and reliable source of corrections over a

long period'of development.

Princi 1 No. S: ,Focus on Maintaining an 0 timum Distance Between

Yourself and the Teacher. On the surface this principle appears to be co me

intuitive. Many educators consider closeness, warmth and supportiveness

essential and valuable attributes of their relationships with learners..

Research seems td support the contention that warmth, for example is signifi-

Cantlyrelated to teacher effectiveness. It is suggested that inserVica

educators may be tempted to-Make the error of being too close to their teachers.

It is recommended instead that we strive for an optimum (not maximum) distance

between ourselves and the teachers we.work with. Obviously some people can

cope with a lakger number of close relationships than others-, and the optimum
4

5



closeness also varies from one echicatb

The rationale underlying thiS principle is fourfold, First, excessive

closeness-may inhibit or limit:bur to evaluate the learner's progress

o another.

realistically. If we become teo.attached to the teacher we. are working with

may he unable to help-her to confront serious weaknesses; indeed, we may

fail to Perceive the weakness at all.. if we become too close to

the teacher w may,unintentionallk fmpinge on her -right to privacy, a right

which deserves protection.- Thirdly, there is some danger that as we become

bo close- to one of the teachers in a group we are responsible for,. we-May

inadvertently make-disparaging remarks.about.another member -of the -group

and thereby undermine out own trustworthiness, credibility and effectiveness.

Fourthly,
#if,we'allow

ourselves' to,become too close or involVed with our

teachers we may fincCourselves "burned out" in a few months, and- suffer not

only personal stress, but also lose our effectiveness.on tie job.

Princi le No. 6: :Focus on reviding moderate amounts of ins iratian.

Many of the teacher's we are trying to help can cope admirably with the

complex' tasks and responsibilities they'face.. They May not require new

techRiques, packages, Pr gimmicks (although they may believe them necessary

but simply occasional renewal of courage to sustain.their efforts and to

maintain enough enthusiasm tokeep going at an unglamoUro

appreciated. job. Excessive. sapping of- coura

approaching depression- (i.e., believing one

and perhap unde

r enthusiasm at times'

efforts have no effect) is a

4.-

potential cause of ineffectiveness ,no matter, how many competencies-the indivi--

dual has, Such ineffdttiveness may depress enthusiasm and courage even,

further, which, in turn, may decrease effectiveness gain.. An. inserviCe-

educatormay ,be Ale to intervene in the downward sio, Al by providingra

modicum ofnspiration as well as encouragement and support. It seems important,-

that the inspiration be specific to the work setting rather than just a general-
.

ized message. In addition, it is suggested that supportiveand encouraging

messages contain real,and useful information. about the significance of the

teachers' efforts. Furthermore, it. may be wise to provide such ihipirdtion

in moderate rather than .maximum amounts so that teachers, do not become "hotiked"

or dependent on it; the latter might undermine the strength of their dispositions
. .

to be self-helpful in the-long run. As no inservice program can anticipate alil
1 . i cl.

of a teacher's future needs, the_overall intent of these principles is to prow
#

those responses and activities
.

which focus on
.

the long term growth and develop-

meat of those who work with young children--
. t_


